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Notes from interviewer in parenthesis. 

(There was a serious technical mishap after 26 minutes of the interview and the sound file was 
completely lost when the electrical cord detached for no reason, although I had checked and made 
sure that the cord was securely in place. That is why the beginning of this interview seems as if the 
interviewer is prompting the person being interviewed. He was reluctant to repeat himself, but since 
he had spontaneously offered the information I ask him about the first time, I wanted to make sure 
that it was not lost.) 
 
Pre-war experience 
Léon Klein was born in Paris on November 17, 1921, the eldest child of Israel Klein, originally 
from a Polish town (he thinks Leneichke?) and Karola Klein (no maiden name) from Kalice. They 
both had tried to immigrate to the west, clandestinely, and had met in Germany in 1919, and finally 
sneaked into France, also without papers. 
 
Israel Klein had a cousin who took them in when they reached Paris and since he was trained as a 
baker, found work right away. Just after WW I, France welcomed workers. He borrowed money 
and set-up a small boutique where he sold different types of underwear and also set-up a stand at 
different markets several times a week. 
 
The parents were naturalized before 1927 because they kept their French citizenship during the war 
and his father was called-up for military duty in 1939. He was stationed at a camp in Gouvieux, but 
never fought because France surrendered to the Germans in June, 1940. 
 
A second child, Jacky, was born in 1928. He died between 4 and 2 years ago. 
 
Léon’s parents spoke Yiddish and had strong accents and his father read Yiddish and French. 
Yiddish was Léon’s mother tongue.  
 
Léon went to French public schools, first in the 20th arrondissement of Paris and after his father 
purchased a small house there, in Romainville in 1927:  13, rue des Bleuets. 
 
Léon was a good student and got a dispensation to pass his Certficatd’études at the age of 10 ½ , 
which was usually given at the age of 12. 
 
He received religious instruction from a rabbi who came to the house and was bar mitzvahed at a 
synagogue in the 20th arrondissement. The family did not keep Kosher or attend services. 
 
Léon became apprentice to a tailor named Gaftarnik (27, rue Frédéric Lemaître, 75020 Paris) from 
1934 – 1940. In the part of the interview which was lost, he mentioned that the owner of a tailor’s 
shop never taught anyone too much because the employee would then leave and start his own 
business.  
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Léon appreciated listening to the conversation of those around him because it awakened his political 
conscience. 
 
He was enthusiastic about the Front Populaire and the incredible advances made for workers:  a 40-
hour week, 15 days paid vacation. 
 
He remembers that the main clothing company, la MaisonChatard (spelling?), which sub-
contracted to the tailor for whom he worked, went on strike in the ‘30s, maybe 1936. 
 
Gaftarnik and his employees went to support the strikers. When the far-right group, La Cagoule, 
came by and started attacking the women strikers with clubs, Léon intervened and was severely 
injured. His skull was bleeding and he was taken to the hospital.  
 
Later, the labor union leaders took Léon, his head wrapped in an enormous turban of bandages, to 
meet the Minister of the Interior under Léon blum, Marx Dormoy, a famous Socialist. They wanted 
the minister to see what the Cagoulards were doing to those who were demonstrating for their 
rights. 
 
Léon regretted not being able to take part in outings organized by the Auberges de la jeunesse, or 
join other organizations like the Eclaireurs. When other young people had Thursday and Sunday off 
from school, Léon had to join his father selling underwear and other items at market. 
 
(It is interesting to note that the Jewish resistance fighters in the Eclaireurs who had known each 
other in the 1930s all came from middle class and upper-middle class families. These leisure 
activities were something that working-class families were unable to let their children do because 
they needed everyone to pitch-in.) 
 
September, 1939 
Léon said that the beginning of the war was a bit comical. When the sirens went off when there 
were bombing raids, everyone put on their gas masks and stumbled into the air raid shelters. 
 
He speaks about the mass exodus when the Germans invaded France in May 1940. At one point, he 
and his brother were separated from his parents. The family horse was exhausted from days of 
dragging its cart with stocks of food and other possessions. They had no idea where they were 
headed. Israel gave Léon the family jewelry to pay for things. At one point, the family reunited in 
Romainville. 
 
(In the lost sequence, Léon mentioned that his father sensed that war was going to break-out. In 
1939, he stocked-up on cooking oil, rice, and soap. He also purchased a goat. During the war, the 
family was never hungry because they bartered these things for food.) 
 
Léon mentioned that in 1940, about 90% of the French, including Jews, were happy that Pétain was 
taking over and the hostilities stopped. At first, the Germans were nice to people. However, when 
they started requisitioning everything in France, from raw materials to food and fuel, people started 
becoming hostile to their presence. 
 
His father took everyone’s identity card and had it stamped “JUIF”. Léon said that he “didn’t feel 
like going to the trouble”. Léon refused to wear the Jewish star. 
 
A woman he knew signed up with UGIF, according to him, to avoid being deported, and she 
warned him that he could be deported if he was caught not wearing the star.  
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He started to suspect that she might turn him in to the authorities, so he contacted a non-Jewish 
friend from school, Le Tacquin (or Le Teccan) who was trying to avoid STO. They ended-up in a 
small village in Normandy, near l’Aigle, called Laloupe, which was just a cluster of houses. He said 
that that the mayor and schoolteacher there, whose name he does not remember, made him fake 
identity papers. He did not need to change his name, just have papers without “JUIF” stamped in 
red. 
 
For about a year, they worked at a farm and it was strenuous work, which he had to learn on the job. 
He mastered ploughing with a “brabant” (a swivel plough) with three horses. They slept in the barn 
with the cows…and rats. 
 
(In the lost sequence, Léon mentions that his father’s brother, his wife and two daughters got out of 
Germany and arrived in Romainville. Israel and Karola could not keep them. They hired a 
“passeur” to get them to the unoccupied zone, but the man betrayed them and they were deported. 
However, one of the daughters who was younger than Léon, but must have been in her teens, stayed 
behind at Léon’s house. She survived and moved to the U.S. after the war, but he has lost contact.) 
 
Léon headed back to Paris around 1942 and moved in with his girlfriend, a woman named Jeanne 
Cambron, who had been married to a man named Ferlotti. She was not Jewish. The apartment was 
situated at either 5, rue Secretan or on the rue des Bois. On July 13th, 1944, a daughter was born. A 
son was born in 1947. After the war, they married, but by the early 1950s they, divorced.  
 
Léon started working at the tailor’s shop again and one of the main employees, Maurice 
Hajvichivitch (spelling?), tried to get him to become active in the MOI. 
 
At first, Léon had to learn about what the groups were doing. They never met anywhere in groups 
of more than 3. He met Henri Krasuki, the head of the CGT, a powerful Communist labor union for 
many years, and it was Krasuki’s mother who informed Léon that people were being gassed to 
death in the Nazi camps. 
 
Many Jews really wanted to believe Nazi propaganda that the foreign Jews were being sent back to 
their homelands to work. 
 
His activities with the resistance consisted of distributing resistance flyers and information. 
 
He was arrested when the man he was to meet in July, 1944, did not show up but he still waited for 
him. The other man was tortured and gave the Gestapo Léon’s name. 
 
He was sent to the Fresnes prison and was removed from his cell several times to be tortured. He 
describes going back to Fresnes in a police van with another man who had been tortured. The other 
man did not give his name, but thought he would not survive the treatment and gave Léon his 
parents’ address, so that he could inform them that their son had not revealed any names under 
torture. 
 
 
The Last Freight Car 
 
Léon attributes his survival to a serendipitous set of events that ultimately can be considered “good 
luck”. 
 
The Germans knew that they had to get out of France. They decided to empty the Fresnes prison of 
those imprisoned there, mostly resistance fighters or “terrorists”. 
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A train left with a group of them for Buchenwald, but the Jews were sent to Drancy. 
 
Léon was only in Drancy for a few days and for some reason, his inscription card gives an incorrect 
address in Compiège. [I had the Mémorial de la Shoah look it up and print it out for him.] 
 
While he was in Drancy, he walked around and ran into a woman who knew from Romainville. She 
was the daughter of a jeweler. She slipped a “ténaille” (a plier or a tool that could grasp and cut 
metal) into his pocket, saying that it could always come in handy. 
 
Aloïs Brunner, the Nazi in charge of Drancy, despite the late hour, was still obsessed with keeping 
his numbers of deported Jews high, so he scrounged around, trying to find a train to deport more 
people, but the SS just wanted to get out of France with their equipment and their lives, so it was 
not possible. 
 
He finally got them to give him one freight car, which was placed just behind the locomotive, in 
case the Allies tried to bomb the head of the train. 
 
There were 51 hostages, many people considered important enough that the Allies might accept to 
trade Nazi prisoners for them: there was Marcel Bloch, he later took the name of Dassault, the 
aeronautics and armament constructor, there was the Cohen family, who, according to Léon, were 
close to the Rothchilds, and the Rabbi René Kapel. 
 
Between 23 and 25 people escaped from this freight car. 
 
Another bit of luck: the freight car was one of the usual “40 men or 8 horse” wooden cars, but 
apparently, the opening was not like the usual ones used for deporting people. There was a metal 
frame with bars, but the tool Léon had allowed him to pull out the nails and take off this metal 
barrier. 
 
Another event: yes, there were bombing raids, but they did not hit the train, but the tracks to which 
they were heading. That meant that the train had to turn around at one point and hook up to a 
locomotive attached to the far end of the train, placing the hostage car at the very end. 
 
From the minute they were in the train, they started talking about planning an escape. Not everyone 
was favorable to the plan, especially the Cohen’s or Marcel Bloch-Dassault, who seemed to think 
he would receive favorable treatment by the Nazis because he was an aeronautical engineer and 
inventor, a specialist in armament. 
 
Léon describes how he escapes and what happened afterwards. They all split up and he ended-up 
asking for shelter from a village priest, who had been suspected of collaboration. 
 
Léon maintains that he arrived back in Paris after the liberation of Paris. He wanted to join the 
resistance again, but the MOI said that he had already fought bravely, had been tortured, 
miraculously escaped deportation, and had a baby daughter to look after. 
 
Post-War 
 
Mr.Klein describes how he opened a shop for custom-tailored clothing, where he met the woman 
who would become his second wife. The last part of the interview describes his post-war meeting 
with people who knew during the war, especially those with whom he escaped, like the Rabbi René 
Kapel. 
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